Minutes

- Lauren Blais from OMC was our guest speaker. She shared the changes to the Terry website and discussed editing permissions. The Terry website had 127,000 visitors during the month of January – had to upgrade our web performance plan. Departments are being empowered to edit their website content, as they know what information is relevant to our users, better than OMC. The website migration took place in Fall 2021. We have a new content manager and content is now connected across the site. Faculty should keep their directory page up to date. OMC recommends one content editor and a backup OR two co-editors for each department. Use OMC’s intake form (for better tracking and assistance) to request access/training: https://www.terry.uga.edu/brand/support

- Compression raises of 1-4% are now being considered for the $45-$80k salary range. You must have been in your position for at least one year to be eligible for a compression raise. The email notification is expected on 2/21/22. The $5K COL raise proposed by Gov. Kemp passed the House 152-4. Now it goes to the Senate. We are not sure of the vote date, but the session ends in March.

- Hull Deck issues: Alex will touch base with Tysen Dedufour at Parking Services.

- We are not sure of the status of Staff Socials.

- Approval of November 2021 Meeting Minutes.
  - Motion: Kari
  - Second: Monica